GUILTY PLEASURES

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

CYBER FLICKER

What’s better than a handy bullet vibe?
One covered in CyberSkin, of course. In
addition to wrapping the bullet in smooth,
sleek rubber, the Cyber Flicker features a
flicker tip for added sensation and a wired
controller so you can take charge of your
pleasure or hand it off to your partner du
jour. No matter if you play solo or with a
friend, the Cyber Flicker will bring you to
the ultimate climax.
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ANIME INFLATABLE LOVER

Make your fantasies of fucking hot anime
chicks come to life with these amazing
blow-up dolls. Cal Exotics’ out-of-this-world
beauties top out at 15 inches and include a
rubber pussy for optimal screwing. The
dolls are ergonomically shaped for a comfortable grip, and the rubber sleeve is
removable so you can insert your favorite
pocket pussy instead. They’re as close as
you can get to banging the animated babes
of your dreams, and they don’t disappoint.
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ALLURE

When we say we have wood,
we never mean it literally—but
there’s a first time for everything.
Let us introduce you to the Allure.
This 10-inch toy has two ends to
choose from: a curved bulb perfect for G- or P-spot pleasure and
a row of four tapering orbs that
are sure to delight. It’s polished
and sealed to prevent splinters
and safe to use with your favorite
lube. This alluring dildo will
quickly become one of your
favorite toys!

ALUMINATION

The only difference between
the Alumination and metal
toys made by upscale boutique manufacturers is the
price—and it’s definitely an
improvement. Finally you can
buy a classy metal vibe that
has all the important features—three speeds, ability
to hold temperature, an easyto-clean exterior and good
looks—without breaking the
bank. The sleek aluminum
vibe comes in black, gold or
pink, so no matter your taste,
there’s a toy for you!

AIMEE SWEET VIBRATING PET PUSSY

Readers have had a hard-on for flame-haired hottie Aimee Sweet since her turn as Pet of
the Month in August 1998. Now everyone can act on their lust with the CyberSkin replica
of her perfect pussy. The faux flesh feels as good as the real thing, and it should—it was
molded directly from Aimee’s pink parts. Whether you’re an old-time fan of Aimee or a
recent convert, you’ll be more than satisfied with Sweet’s sweet pussy!

Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code JANFOR.

SEX & MISCHIEF BONDAGE KIT

Don’t let high-priced bondage toys keep you from getting kinky. The Sex & Mischief Bondage
Kit is available in black or red and comes equipped with everything you need to get the party
started: a leash, a blindfold and two faux-leather cuffs that can even be connected to form a
collar. The accessories look like high-end goods, but at $25 for the kit, they’re perfect for the
budget-conscious kinksters.
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